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Exo-Abs: A Wearable Robotic System Inspired by
Human Abdominal Muscles for Noninvasive and
Effort-Synchronized Respiratory Assistance
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Han Eol Cho , Seong-Woong Kang , and Kyu-Jin Cho , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Existing technologies for patients with respiratory
insufficiency have focused on providing reliable assistance in their
breathing. However, the need for assistance in other everyday
respiratory functions, such as coughing and speaking, has remained
unmet in these patients. Here, we propose Exo-Abs, a wearable
robotic system that can universally assist wide-ranging respiratory
functions by applying compensatory force to a user’s abdomen
in synchronization with their air usage. Inspired by how human
abdominal muscles transmit pressure to the lungs via abdominal
cavity compression, a biomechanically interactive platform was
developed to optimally utilize the abdominal compression while
aligning the assistance with a user’s spontaneous respiratory effort. In addition to the compact form factor, thorough analytic
procedures are described as initial steps toward taking the human respiratory system into the scope of robotics technology. We
demonstrate the validity of the overall human–system interaction
with the assistance performance under three essential respiratory
functions: breathing, coughing, and speaking. Our results show
that the system can significantly improve the performance of all
these functions by granting on-demand and self-reliant assistance
to its users.
Index Terms—Assistive technology, biologically inspired robots,
biomedical engineering, human–robot augmentation, physical
human–robot interaction, rehabilitation robotics.
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NOMENCLATURE
Tension in the belt-based pressure transmission assembly.
Motor torque.
Radius of the shaft in the belt-wrapping mechanism.
Thickness of the actuation belt in the belt-wrapping
mechanism.
Angular displacement of the motor.
Force applied on the ith subdivided abdominal
wall.
User-dependent constant for configuration of wearing Exo-Abs; angle between two lines connecting
the origin of the cross-sectional ellipse of a user’s
abdominal cavity and belt contact points.
Hypothetical displacement to represent deformation
in the abdominal cavity.
Net force applied on the abdominal wall.
Semi-major and semi-minor axis of an ellipse that
models cross-sectional contour of a user’s abdominal
cavity.
Lumped inertia, damping, and stiffness of the abdominal cavity.
Equivalent height of an elliptic pillar for expressing
volume in the abdominal cavity.
Volume and pressure in the abdominal cavity, respectively.
Heuristic gain parameter for adjusting the ratio between the abdominal cavity compression and the
pressure increase in the lung.
Airway resistance and lung elasticity.
Air volume in the lungs.
Pressure in the lungs generated by human respiratory
muscles.
Additional pressure in the lungs generated by ExoAbs.
Positive-end expiratory pressure in the lungs.
Residual lung volume.
Proposed control policy.
Gain parameters of the resilient context-aware control.
Gain parameters of the proportional-derivative control for the abdominal cavity compression.
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I. INTRODUCTION
HE ability to control the amount and rate of volume change
in the lungs is one of the most essential functions in
humans, in that it not only enables breathing but also facilitates various everyday respiratory functions such as coughing
and speaking [1], [2]. Thus, one may experience a substantial
deterioration in both health and quality of life when their respiratory muscles are weakened due to a neurological injury or
disease [3]. The majority of these patients require assistance
in various everyday respiratory functions even if they do not
show severe symptoms such as respiratory failure [4], [5].
Insufficient coughing ability increases the risk of pneumonia,
whereas shortened breathing limits their ability to communicate.
However, the need for such assistance often remains unmet in
patients with relatively mild respiratory dysfunctions. Indeed,
existing mechanical ventilators and cough-assist machines are
not suitable for all-day assistance that allows users to engage
in routine social activities. Moreover, these devices make the
patients dependent on caregivers for everyday tasks and add
hygiene-related burden on the users [6]–[8].
For patients suffering from chronic respiratory insufficiency,
noninvasive positive pressure ventilators (NIPPVs) are the most
common solution for portable and prolonged assistance in current clinical practice [9]. NIPPVs can precisely control the
amount of air inhaled and exhaled by the user through a ventilation mask. Despite their reliability, NIPPVs necessitate continuous airway intervention that prevents the user from performing respiratory functions other than rhythmic breathing [10],
[11]. Ventilation masks also have issues that limit their use
in patients [12]. NIPPVs cannot be applied if the ventilation
mask does not fit a user’s face shape or causes panic disorder.
Skin irritation from prolonged contact with the ventilation mask
is another limiting factor. As an alternative, body ventilators
(BVs) were introduced in place of NIPPVs in such patients.
BVs apply either positive or negative pressure to the body to
generate a pressure difference between the lungs and atmosphere
[13]. Although BVs can alleviate the discomfort caused by
the use of ventilation masks, most BVs are associated with
a number of drawbacks: they are 1) open-loop controlled, 2)
asynchronous with the user’s respiratory effort, and 3) cannot
assist various respiratory functions. Therefore, the use of BVs
is limited to the attenuation of irregular residual lung volume
of patients even when the patients can actively adapt to the
BVs [14].
To address such challenges in biomechanical interaction,
recent advances in wearable robotic technologies provide physiological and nonrestrictive assistance in everyday human activities by utilizing compliant materials such as fabrics and
elastomers [15]–[18]. For instance, the authors in [16] and [17]
demonstrated that a soft wearable robot constructed using textile
anchors and cable-based transmissions could effectively assist
patients with neurological injuries during walking and grasping
tasks. These unobtrusive robotic components may likewise be
utilized to compensate for insufficient respiratory ability while
avoiding unwanted interference with other body parts, in a
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Fig. 1. Concept of the proposed respiratory assistance with Exo-Abs.
(a) System applies compressive force in the expiratory phases and (b) releases
it in the inspiratory states. The terms written aside are described in detail in the
nomenclature below.

way that is much more physiologically viable than mechanical ventilators [11], [19]. Nevertheless, a more elaborate and
sophisticated design effort is required to realize wearable robotic
respiratory assistance. State-of-the-art wearable robotic technologies tend to exert mechanical power transmission directly
on body parts [20], [21]. In contrast, it is not easy to interact
directly with the lungs because they are enclosed in complex
anatomical surroundings such as the ribcage and diaphragm.
The abdominal muscles in the body elucidate an inspiring
strategy to engage in controlling volume in the lungs. These
outermost muscles transmit a large pressure with no direct interaction with the airway by effectively compressing the abdominal
cavity. This is possible with the unique characteristics related
to abdominal wall contraction that presents a fundamentally
different perspective from how human skeletal muscles have
inspired engineers: typical articulatory muscles reduce their
length to generate force, whereas the abdominal muscles reduce
their area to generate pressure distribution. Furthermore, the
abdominal muscles have three important anatomical features
that contribute to the effective volume change in the abdominal
cavity. First, they compactly cover the abdominal cavity and
compress it radially inward [22], [23]. Second, the muscles,
especially the external oblique muscle, lead the wall movement
upward and project more pressure to the diaphragm [24]. Third,
the effective stiffness of the abdominal wall increases as the
muscles contract, distributing pressure evenly within the surface
[25], [26]. Hence, the abdominal muscles provide a multifaceted
perspective to design an efficient biomechanical system for
respiratory interaction.
Here, we propose Exo-Abs, a wearable robotic system that
can resiliently apply compensatory force to a user’s abdomen in
synchronization with their air usage context [27], [28] (Fig. 1).
To design a system that can serve as a supplementary respiratory muscle applicable universally to a wide spectrum of
respiratory functions, synchronization with a user’s respiratory
effort is essential. We present two novel ideas to realize robust
synchronization. First, a belt-based pressure transmission assembly is proposed for real-time user–system interaction with
fast actuation-to-airflow response time. The three anatomical
features of the abdominal muscles provide insights to generate
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isotropic volume change in the abdominal cavity. This design
approach allows the belt assembly to evenly distribute the compressive force within the abdominal wall and to project more
pressure to the lungs, thereby enabling the system to assist
even fast respiratory functions such as coughing [29]. Second,
a resilient context-aware control scheme is developed to tailor
the robotic actuation to a wide spectrum of respiratory functions
from calm breathing to coughing and speaking. A customized
spirometer, chest-belt plethysmograph, and microphone were
employed to monitor the user’s air usage context and respiratory
effort. Capitalizing on these sensors, the system can adjust the
intensity, speed, and timing of the actuation [30], [31], while
satisfying the safety criteria [6], [8], [9] and rejecting various
disturbances from the user’s posture and clothing.
We experimentally demonstrate the ability of the system to
assist a user in three important everyday respiratory functions:
breathing, coughing, and speaking. These three functions were
chosen as essential respiratory functions that present challenges
to patients with neurological disorders in their everyday lives [3].
Experiments were conducted to validate the proof-of-concept
of the user–system synchronization and to compare the performance of these respiratory functions with and without the
robotic assistance. One healthy participant and nine patients
with various neurological disorders were recruited to test the
applicability of the system to users with diverse physiological
characteristics. With detailed results obtained under practical use
scenarios, we demonstrate three important robotic contributions.
First, the analytic procedures provided a novel idea to enable
robotic interaction with biomechanics that does not incorporate
clear link-and-joint structures. Second, the compact form factor
realized with the soft wearable robotic technology suggested the
potential to expand the application of respiratory assistance and
rehabilitation toward a wider user group. Third, Exo-Abs served
as a robotic tool to investigate the dynamics of human respiration
subject to external abdominal compression, which has not been
analytically and quantitatively studied so far.
II. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
A. Design and Actuation of Belt-Based Pressure Transmission
Assembly
The arrangement and stiffness characteristics of human abdominal muscles make it possible to increase the efficiency of
pressure transmission and to avoid a force concentration to the
intestine or bones. We designed a belt-based pressure transmission assembly to replicate these features in our robotic-assistive
system (Fig. 2). The belt assembly consists of a router belt, an actuation belt, and a set of cushioning pouches (Fig. 3). The router
belt holds both the actuation belt and the cushioning pouches,
and secures them against disturbances such as clothing displacement and body movement. The actuation belt transmits tension
generated from the actuation system to the user’s abdomen
in the form of radially inward compressive force. Attached
to the router belt, the cushioning pouches contain layers of
pads with different stiffness characteristics; soft pads are placed
facing the user to conform to the shape of the user’s abdomen

3

Fig. 2. Bioinspired design of the belt-based pressure transmission assembly.
(a) Inspired by the arrangement of the abdominal muscles, the belt assembly
compactly covers the abdominal cavity while reconciling complex anatomical
surroundings. (b) Inspired by the stiffness characteristics of the abdominal
muscles, the belt assembly conforms to the abdominal wall and produces
an efficient volume change of the abdominal cavity while avoiding pressure
concentration.

when the tension of the actuation belt is low, whereas rigid
pads are placed facing the actuation belt to distribute the force
from the actuation belt evenly to the user’s abdomen when the
tension of the actuation belt is high. Combined, these cushioning
pouches work as a component with varying stiffness depending
on the tension of the actuation belt by continuously switching
the main target of compression from the cushioning pouches to
the user’s abdomen. The stiffness characteristics of each cushioning pouch can be customized to a different user by changing
its pad combination, and this “mechanical impedance matching”
process facilitates the generalized analysis introduced in the
following sections.
The actuation of the belt-based pressure transmission assembly is based on a belt-wrapping mechanism. The actuation belt
passes through a slit in a steel shaft. After the two ends of the
belt are buckled in front of the user’s abdomen, the belt assembly
compresses the abdomen of the user as the tension increases.
The shaft is coupled to the main motor (EC-4pole, MAXON
MOTOR AG). Because the deformation of the abdominal cavity
is highly elastic over the range of the system’s motion for
assistance, a fast yet accurate force generation is required [32].
The maximum applicable net force integrated over a user’s
abdomen is 800 N, which is the maximum force level that can
be delivered to patients for respiratory assistance. The electric
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Fig. 3. Belt-based pressure transmission assembly. (a) Router belt and cushioning pouches. (b) Cushioning pouches contain layers of pads with different
stiffness of each. (c) Belt assembly worn on a manikin.
TABLE I
DETAILED INFORMATION OF ABDOMINAL COMPRESSION PERFORMANCES
WITH RESPECT TO DESIGN OF COMPRESSION COMPONENT

The naïve convex design emulated manual abdominal compression that can be delivered
by therapists.

components for the actuation consist of a custom-built battery
pack, motor driver (ESCON 70/10, MAXON MOTOR AG),
shunt regulator (Shunt Regulator DSR 70/30, MAXON MOTOR
AG), voltage converter (120 W dc–dc converter 12 V/10 A,
DFRobot), and custom circuitry containing other peripheral
electrical elements. Other than the electric components, a load
cell (333FDX—100kgf, KTOYO) combined with an analog
load cell amplifier (Load Cell Amplifier PRO, ELANE) and
an encoder (HEDL 5540, 500CPT, MAXON MOTOR AG) is
installed for monitoring the abdominal cavity compression.
The improvement in the abdominal compression performance
based on the bioinspired design was demonstrated by analyzing the pressure distribution between the pressure transmission
assembly and the abdominal wall in comparison to a naïve
competing design: a belt with a simple compression component
that emulates the technique of manual abdominal thrust (which
has been widely used in medical practice). A multigrid pressure
mat (Pliance, Novel) was used to monitor the real-time pressure
distribution. Under the same tension condition in the actuation
belt, largely smaller standard deviation in the pressure measured
in each grid was expected, which leads to an isotropic volume
change in the abdominal cavity. As shown in Fig. 4 and Table I,
the belt-based pressure transmission assembly was able to apply
pressure with 163% increased compression area, 52% decreased
standard deviation, and 99% increased force. The result indicates

Fig. 4. Demonstration of pressure distribution performance associated with
(a) simple naïvely designed pressure transmission assembly and (b) proposed
belt-based pressure transmission assembly.

that the bioinspired design approach to the belt-based pressure
transmission assembly could produce more efficient abdominal
compression in each air usage.
B. Custom-Designed Spirometry and Plethysmography for
Real-Time Respiratory Function Monitoring
To assist respiratory functions in humans, the system must
measure the amount and rate of volume change in the lungs and
use them to control its actuation. However, human lungs are difficult to monitor in real time without utilizing techniques such as
computerized tomography or magnetic resonance imaging [9].
Here, two sensors were custom-designed as a more applicable
alternative solution: a spirometer and a chest-belt-type plethysmograph. Both sensors were designed and optimized to reliably
capture respiratory signals from the users while minimizing
invasiveness, intense installation procedure, and disruption from
their body motion [33].
For the spirometry, a modified Fleisch-tube type flowmeter
was designed. Traditional Fleisch-tube includes capillary-like
structures inside the tube to generate laminar flow. To facilitate
manufacturing, the capillary-like structures were replaced by slit
structures. The tube was fabricated using a three-dimensional
printer (Objet 260 Connex, Stratasys) with a biocompatible
material (VeroWhitePlus, Stratasys). The amount of airflow
passing through the tube can be estimated using the differential
pressure between two separate points of the tube. For sensing
differential pressure in the tube, a pair of differential pressure
sensors (SDP2000-L, SENSIRION) was used. The spirometer
is able to sense airflow through the tube with a resolution
of 3.1 ml/s.
For plethysmography, a draw-wire sensor that can be worn on
a user’s chest was fabricated. The chest perimeter was monitored
and used as a proxy to estimate the user’s lung volume over time.
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Existing chest-belt type plethysmographs utilize inductance by
embedding a coil on an elastic band, but they have the disadvantage of being vulnerable to electrical disturbances. Hence,
we fabricated a mechanical-type sensor with a reel spring and
an encoder (RM08, RLS). It is similar to a digital tape measure,
but an elastic cord that matches the impedance of the expansion
motion of the chest was used to adapt to various users without
impeding respiration-related actions. The chest-belt plethysmograph must expand and recover promptly as the user inhales and
exhales to accurately estimate the volume of the lungs from the
circumference of the user’s chest. Therefore, the stiffness of both
the elastic cord connected to the chest belt and the reel spring in
the plethysmograph was carefully chosen to ensure sensitivity
while avoiding discomfort when worn.
In actual implementation, these sensors are utilized in a way
that can prevent discomfort due to prolonged use by reconciling
sensing accuracy with comfort. In particular, the spirometer can
measure exact airflow in real time. Yet, it is not convenient for
long-term use since it requires the use of a mouthpiece. The
chest-belt plethysmograph is much more convenient, and it can
detect and track the respiratory phases adequately. However, it
requires intermittent calibrations to make up for disturbances in
measurement conditions such as posture and clothing. Hence, a
user can make personalized compromise between performance
and comfort depending on their preference. For instance, one
can use the system only with the plethysmograph to selfassist continued calm breathing during a downtime, while one
can use both the spirometer and the plethysmograph during
respiratory training to achieve accurate assistance pattern for
rehabilitation.
In order to assess the performance of the Exo-Abs sensor combination, real-time measurements from Exo-Abs were compared
with those from two commercial medical instruments—a sonograph (SONON 300L, HEALCERION) and a medical-grade
spirometer (SP10, CONTEC MEDICAL SYSTEMS). First,
sonography was employed to evaluate the phase-sensitiveness
of the Exo-Abs sensor combination by analyzing the true lung
images obtained in real time [Fig. 5(a)]. Since it is difficult to
include the whole view of the lungs in every image, a fixed
spot of a lung was monitored to track the motion of its rim
[Fig. 5(b)]. Then, the time-series phase information of lung volume deviation was extracted from the sonograph images. After
normalizing the time-series lung volume measurements from
Exo-Abs that were simultaneously obtained with sonography,
the overall phase difference could be calculated with the method
based on discrete Fourier transform described in [34] and [35].
As shown in Fig. 5(c), 1.61·10−4 radians of phase difference
was calculated over the whole measurement. Second, the accuracy of the Exo-Abs sensor combination was evaluated by
utilizing a medical-grade spirometer. Peak expiratory flow and
tidal volume, which are standard measures used to quantify the
lung function, were simultaneously obtained from both devices
and compared. The error was bounded within ±4% for peak
expiratory flow and ±6% for tidal volume [Fig. 5(d)]. All in all,
the error was small to the extent that can be canceled out with
the proposed control policy described in Section IV.

5

Fig. 5. Validation of the Exo-Abs sensor combination. (a) Schematic of the
validation strategy. (b) Sonograph image with the rim of a lung marked with
red points. (c) Simultaneous lung volume measurements with a sonography
and Exo-Abs for comparing phase-sensitiveness. (d) Simultaneous air usage
measurements with a commercial medical-grade spirometer and Exo-Abs for
comparing accuracy.

Fig. 6. Components of Exo-Abs. Main unit includes mechatronic components
and the belt-wrapping mechanism.

C. Operational Interface and Control for Respiratory
Assistance
Along with the belt-based pressure transmission assembly,
a backpack was introduced to encase the overall system and to
maintain the direction of the actuation belt upward [36]. Because
many patients with neurological disorders use wheelchairs in
their everyday lives, the backpack may be anchored to commonly used wheelchairs (Fig. 6). Alternatively, the system can
be worn as a backpack (Fig. 7). Thanks to this form factor, the
system can provide respiratory assistance without impeding the
motion of other body parts.
In addition to the spirometer and the plethysmograph, a
microphone (BFM294839, SHURE) was introduced to the operational interface for synchronizing the system’s assistance
to a user’s respiratory effort in various respiratory functions
(Fig. 8). The spirometer and the plethysmograph monitor the
volumetric flow rate (VFR) and the moved air volume (MAV),
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Fig. 7. Three possible configurations for the use of Exo-Abs. By virtue of the
backpack design, the system can be worn in a highly versatile fashion, including
(a) on the back of the body, (b) on a chair, (c) or on a wheelchair.

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the resilient context-aware assistance. The
chest-belt plethysmograph is required in every case to monitor the phase of air
usage, avoiding asynchrony. The spirometer monitors direct air usage from the
user, enabling the system to provide precise assistance informed by the VFR.
If the spirometer detects a sudden large inhalation, the system interprets this as
an intention of generating instantaneous large VFR and MAV such as coughing.
If the microphone detects speech when the spirometer is not measuring airflow,
the system interprets the situation as speaking and provides assistance.

while the microphone detects whether a user is speaking, and
if so, measures the voice level as a proxy for VFR. Based on
the respiratory context determined by these sensors, the system
applies compressive force in the expiratory phases and releases
it in the inspiratory phases. Since the system can quantify the
assistance performance by comparing VFR and MAV observed
in assisted states with those in unassisted states, the force level
can be resiliently adjusted to maintain consistent assistance
performance.
Using the abovementioned operational interface, the system
is controlled in two stages: 1) the upper level involves contextaware control in which a set of gain values for the lower level

Fig. 9.

Block diagram for the overall human–system interaction.

force control are selected to best assist the ongoing respiratory
function, and 2) the lower level involves force control of beltdriven mechanism, characterized by the gains selected by the
upper-level control, to leverage VFR and MAV measurements
as feedback to resiliently synchronize the assistive drive to the
respiratory effort of a user. A real-time embedded controller
(myRIO-1900, National Instruments) was used to implement
the overall control algorithm.
On top of the proposed resilient context-aware control policy,
an array of safety criteria were implemented to ensure the safety
of user–system interaction by preventing overdriving (and in
turn, damaging) the user. First, the maximum allowable force of
the system was specified based on the review of manual assistive
procedures generally given in therapy sessions while limiting the
intra-abdominal pressure within a safe range [37], [38]. Second,
the speed of abdominal deformation was limited within a rate
of 3 cm/s to prevent sudden actuation. Third, the maximum
level of MAV in both inspiration and expiration was limited to
prevent hyperventilation. For participants with relatively mild
disabilities, the maximum level of MAV was set to the same
level as a typical healthy person. Once this state is reached,
the level is decreased to 80% of the maximum, and then the
system undergoes a cool-down span of 10 s for the user to
recover. For participants with severe disabilities, the maximum
level was even lowered to conservatively preserve safety. The
assistance strategies of Exo-Abs are visually demonstrated in
the supplementary videos.
III. HUMAN–SYSTEM INTERACTION MODELING
To design and analyze our assistive control policy, we derive
a lumped-parameter model that can describe the lung dynamics subject to the abdominal cavity compression provided by
Exo-Abs (Fig. 9). The model of belt-driven abdominal cavity
compression was derived by combining the kinematic relation
between the motor torque and the compressive force acting on
the abdomen and the dynamic relation between the compressive
force and abdominal cavity compression. The lung model was
derived by viewing the system-driven abdominal cavity compression as supplementary respiratory effort and by introducing
it to a traditional model of lung dynamics.
To facilitate our modeling, we assumed that 1) the abdominal
cross-section is an ellipse, 2) the abdominal cavity has a single
degree-of-freedom mechanical dynamics, and 3) the abdominal
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Then, the net force applied to the abdominal cavity can
be calculated by summing (2) along the contact area and by
taking n → ∞
F =

lim

n→∞

n


Fi

i=1




ϕabs
n→∞
2 (n + 1)



ϕabs
2 (n + 1)
sin
= lim
n→∞
ϕabs
2 (n + 1)


ϕabs
2
−
sin
T ϕabs
ϕabs
2 (n + 1)

= lim n · 2T sin

Fig. 10. Schematics for the abdominal cavity compression model. (a) Beltwrapping mechanism for controlling tension in the actuation belt included in
the proposed belt-based pressure transmission assembly. (b) Cross-section of a
user’s abdominal cavity and its subdivided sector, when the tension is applied
by the proposed belt-based pressure transmission assembly (x ≡ Δb).

cavity is a homogeneous chamber in which pressure and volume
are linear and inversely proportional to each other.

A. Exo-Abs Kinematics
Exo-Abs utilizes a single motor to control the tension in
the belt-based pressure transmission assembly. By virtue of the
belt assembly, the deformation of the abdominal cavity can be
observed and controlled as if it has only one degree-of-freedom
dynamics despite its complex geometry and compliance. The
tension applied to the actuation belt is given by
T (t) =

τmotor (t)
.
r0 + w
π θmotor (t)

F i = 2T sin

ϕabs
2 (n + 1)

If the belt-based pressure transmission assembly has no slack
in the path, the change in the circumference of the abdominal
cavity is equal to the change in the length of the actuation belt
wrapped around the shaft. Therefore, the belt-based pressure
transmission assembly is controlled to maintain at least a slight
tension all the time for preventing slack and for faster response.
Under this control approach, the amount of deformation in the
abdominal cavity can be measured by the angular displacement
of the motor with the relation as follows:
 θmotor (t) 
w
ϕabs
r0 + θ dθ
x (t) = 2
(4)
2
π
0
where the left-hand side expresses the change in the length of
the belt-based pressure transmission assembly in contact with a
user’s abdominal cavity (by approximating the elliptic arc of the
abdominal cross-section to the arc of an equivalent circle [39]),
and the right-hand side expresses the change in the length of
the actuation belt wrapped around the shaft of the belt-wrapping
mechanism.
B. Abdominal Cavity Compression Dynamics
The dynamics associated with abdominal cavity compression
can be represented by a simple mass-damper-spring system
..

m x (t) + cẋ (t) + kx (t) = F (t) .

(2)

(5)

The volume change in the abdominal cavity is related to x as
follows:
dVab (t) = πah · dx (t) .

(6)

Then, the pressure–volume relation in the abdominal cavity
can be written by
Pab (t) Vab (t) = (Pab (t) + dPab (t))
× (Vab (t) − dVab (t)) .


.

(3)

(1)

The belt-wrapping mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 10(a). As
a continuously variable transmission that changes the effective
radius of the shaft depending on the rotation angle, this relation facilitates the tradeoff between effectiveness and safety by
driving the robot faster when applying a relatively small force,
and by driving the robot slowly when applying a relatively large
force.
When the tension is applied, the force configuration around
the user’s abdominal cavity can be modeled as shown in
Fig. 10(b). Within the area where the belt assembly is in contact
with the abdominal cavity, the compressive force applied in an
inward-radial direction can be expressed by


= T ϕabs
ϕabs
τmotor (t) .
=
r0 + w
π θmotor (t)

(7)

Since the change in the abdominal cavity volume generated
by the system is small relative to its nominal volume, (7) can be
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rewritten as follows:
dPab (t) =
=



Vab (t)
Vab (t) − dVab (t)

be defined with the measurement residual y − H θ̂ as follows:

T 
y − H θ̂
J = y − H θ̂


− 1 Pab (t)

T

Pab (t)
≈
dVab (t) .
Vab (t)

(8)

∂ θ̂

C. Lung Dynamics
The pressure increase in the abdominal cavity generated by
the actuation of the system can be inferred from (6) and (8).
Anatomically, this pressure increase is distributed to the user’s
lungs and thoracic cavity, and the ratio of the distribution varies
across individuals. By interpreting such a variability as a userspecific gain parameter, the effective pressure increase in the
lungs due to the actuation of Exo-Abs is expressed by a heuristic
gain γ as follows:
P exo (t) = γ · x (t) .

(9)

To represent the effect of the abdominal cavity compression
on the lungs, we incorporated (9) into a simple lung dynamics
model including airway resistance and lung elasticity [41]–[43]
as follows:
(10)

Given that Exo-Abs monitors the change in the lung volume
rather than its absolute value, (10) can be rewritten to express
the lung dynamics with respect to the change in the lung volume
as follows:
RV̇ + EV = P

mus

+P

exo

(11)

0
0
where Vlung = −V + Vlung
, EVlung
+ P PEEP = 0, and V
denotes the air usage (i.e., V̇ and V represent VFR and MAV,
respectively).

= −2y T H + 2θ̂ T H T H = 0.

(13)

Solving the above equation for θ̂ produces the optimal parameters to express the given data (H, y) as follows:
arg min J = H T H

−1

H T y.

(14)

θ̂

The solution exists if m < n and H is full rank. With the
sufficient data accumulation rate (1 kHz), the procedure can be
frequently repeated to update the model parameters. Since the
parameters are determined in a way that can optimally express
the given data (H, y), the data should include full-ranged state
..
measurements (e.g., x, ẋ, x, F , V , and V̇ ) to avoid biasing of
the parameters.

In the case of abdominal compression dynamics (5), model
parameters, m, c, and k, are obtained by directly applying (14)
as follows:
[m c k]T = H T1 H 1

−1

H T1 y 1

(15)

where

⎤T
⎡ ..
..
x(1) · · · x(N1 )
H 1 = ⎣ ẋ(1) · · · ẋ(N1 ) ⎦ and y 1 = [F (1) . . . F (N1 )]T
x(1) · · · x(N1 )

In the case of lung dynamics (11), R and E cannot be directly
obtained by applying (14) due to the unknown term P mus
(which is the true pressure inside the lungs). Instead, P mus can
be canceled out by subtracting two sets of data garnered by
monitoring a user’s lung dynamics with and without assistance
while maintaining her/his respiratory effort in the identical level.
Then, the initial estimates of R and E are obtained as follows:

D. Model Validation With Parameter Identification Process
The overall human–system interaction model presented above
is structured in a simple form. Regardless, it can cover wideranging use scenarios (in terms of user condition, target respiratory function, wearing configuration, and posture) by adjusting
its parameters in real time. To examine the validity of the model,
the model parameters are investigated while using the system.
The proposed model is comprised of state variables that can
be directly measured by the system. Hence, the system can
identify and update the model parameters by utilizing the data
consequently accumulated during usage. Here, the least sqaures
method is introduced for the identification process [43]–[48].
Theorem 1: Consider the measurement data (H, y) with
H ∈ n×m and y ∈ n , where m is the number of unknown
parameters and n is the number of measurements. With the
assumption that each element of y can be expressed with linear
combination of the elements of θ, the objective function J can

(12)

where θ̂ is the estimation of θ. θ̂ that minimizes J can be
obtained at the extreme point of J as follows:
∂J

dVlung
R
+ EVlung + P mus + P exo + P PEEP = 0.
dt

T

= y T y − θ̂ H T y − y T H θ̂ + θ̂ H T H θ̂

dVab (t)
Pab (t)
Vab (t) − dVab (t)



[R E]T = H T2 H 2

−1

H T2 y 2

(16)
T

V̇A (1) − V̇S (1) · · · V̇A (N2 ) − V̇S (N2 )
and
VA (1) − VS (1) · · · VA (N2 ) − VS (N2 )
y 2 = [γx(1) . . . γx(N2 )]T . After deriving the initial estimates
of R and E, the parameters associated with the lung dynamics
can be recursively updated with estimated P mus which is
obtained by inserting the results into (11).
In Table II, actual parameters obtained in a preliminary test
with one healthy participant are shown. The standard deviations
represent variations of the obtained parameter values over time
in a single usage without changing the Exo-Abs installation
configuration.
where H 2 =

IV. CONTROL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
We present our proposed assistive control policy and modelbased analysis of user–system interaction under the proposed
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TABLE II
IDENTIFIED PARAMETERS OF THE HUMAN–SYSTEM INTERACTION MODEL

9

where kR and kE represent decrements in R and E satisfying
0 < kR < R and 0 < kE < E. In the Laplace domain
V (s)
1
=
P mus (s)
s (R − kR ) + (E − kE )

Values are expressed in mean±std.
Units were expressed with original units of states for deriving the parameters (i.e., cm
for x and N for F ).
.
1Ns2 /cm = 0.01 kg and 1 cmH2 O =.98.0665 Pa.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM MODEL AND CONTROL POLICY

Fig. 11. Schematics for the lung dynamics model including the additional
pressure generated by Exo-Abs. The resilient context-aware control reduces
parameters of the lung dynamics model.

(19)

which means that, if the control policty can be realized perfectly
exo
), 1) the steady-state volume amplification
(i.e., P exo = Pref
can be improved by a factor of E/(E − kE ) and 2) the time constant can be improved by a factor of E(R − kR )/R(E − kE ). In
this way, our control policy in (17) is resilient in that it effectively
provides a user with assistive drive in accordance with their varying respiratory effort. Furthermore, it is context-aware in that
the gains kR and kE can be adjusted to best assist the intended
respiratory function (e.g., breathing, coughing, or speaking).
To achieve the intended assistance efficacy, the belt-driven
pressure transmission assembly must create the motor torque
τmotor in (3) to elicit F that can precisely control the abdominal
cavity compression dynamics in (5) to generate P exo close to
exo
. Given the relationship (9), the reference abdominal cavity
Pref
exo
compression xref is given by xref (t) = 1/γ Pref
(t). Hence,
invoking the proportional-derivative control based on the error
between xref and x

1
exo
· kP P exo (t) − Pref
τmotor (t) = −
(t)
G (θmotor )


exo
+ kD Ṗ exo (t) − Ṗref
(t)
(20)
where G (θmotor ) = r0 + wϕθabs
, the closed-loop abdominal
π motor (t)
cavity compression dynamics results
..

control policy. First, we show the basic form of our control policy
to assist the respiratory function and analyze the closed-loop
controlled lung dynamics. Second, we elaborate on our control
policy for actual implementation. Third, we perform an array
of simulations to validate the safety and performance of the
proposed control policy.
A. Design of Resilient Context-Aware Control
Given that the overall objective of Exo-Abs is to amplify the
respiratory effort, the control policy may ideally be designed
with P mus . However, it is practically impossible to directly
measure P mus . Yet, since P mus leads to changes in V and V̇
, P exo in (11) may instead be designed as a linear function of
V and V̇ . Therefore, our proposed control policy to assist the
respiratory function in a user is given by
exo
Pref

(t) = kR V̇ (t) + kE V (t) .

(17)

This control policy intends to modify the lung dynamics to
ease a user’s respiratory effort with reduced airway resistance
and lung elasticity (Fig. 11). In this sense, our control policy
is analogous to impedance control with variable stiffness [49]–
[51]. Indeed, (17) reduces (11) to
(R − kR ) V̇ + (E − kE ) V = P mus

(18)

m x (t) + (c + kD ) ẋ (t) + (k + kP ) x (t)
= kD ẋref (t) + kP xref (t) .

(21)

Taking the Laplace transform yields the following:
x (s)
P exo (s)
kD s + kP
= exo
=
.
xref (s)
Pref (s)
ms2 + (c + kD ) s + (k + kP )
(22)
Hence, both the steady-state and transient characteristics can
be shaped with kP and kD . Regarding the steady-state response,
kP must be selected as a large value relative to k to achieve the dc
gain close to unity. Regarding the transient response, kD must
be selected as a large value to achieve overdamped response,
which ensures safe user–system interaction by preventing the
chattering associated with P exo . If kP and kD are selected so that
kD  kP  k, (22) approximates to a fast first-order dynamics:
x (s)
P exo (s)
kD
= exo
≈
xref (s)
Pref (s)
ms + kD

(23)

which implies that the desired assistive drive in (18) can be
realized and that the respiratory assistance intended by our
control policy can be achieved.
The nominal values of m, c , and k in (5) as well as R and
E in (11) were estimated via a system identification procedure
using the least squares method with data from test trials [40].
The values are summarized in Table II.
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Fig. 12.

exo in (17) and actual P exo in (24). A is the
Illustration of ideal Pref
ref

condition when V̇ = 2.5 L/s and V = 3.5 L, and B is the condition when
x = 12 cm. Within this nominal range, the actual control policy acts similar to
the ideal control policy.

B. Implementation of Control Policy
From the previous section, we have shown that Exo-Abs can
assist the user based on the proposed control policy with gain
parameters properly selected for intended respiratory functions.
exo
In its actual implementation, the proposed control policy Pref
is modified to embrace several criteria considering safety, user
comfort, and actuation mechanism as follows:

 
exo
state
state
state
V̇ +kE
.
= min max σ kR
(V −V ∗) ,δ0 ,Pmax
Pref
(24)
1) State-Dependent Gain Configuration: The control policy
is designed independently for each target respiratory functions
(i.e., breathing, coughing, and speaking) by switching gain
parameters and pressure limit depending on the superscripted
variable state.
exo
is upper2) Upper-Boundedness: To ensure safety, Pref
state
bounded with the function min(·, Pmax ). The limiting value
varies depending on the target respiratory function.
3) Lower-Boundedness: Since Exo-Abs can only transmit
positive pressure to the lungs via the abdominal cavity comexo
pression, P exo must be bounded to be positive. Hence, Pref
is lower-bounded with the function max(·, δ0 ), where δ0 is a
negligibly small positive pressure reference to ensure the belt
assembly to maintain tension all the time.
4) Assist/Release Biasing: If P exo is large when the user is
inhaling, the user may feel the interaction with Exo-Abs as a
resistance. Release
of the pressure can be amplified with the

1, V̇ > 0
function σ =
, where ε is a small value satisfying
ε, V̇ ≤ 0
exo
faster when the user is inhaling. In
0 < ε < 1 to decrease P
this way, Exo-Abs can reduce the resistive effect and can prepare
for upcoming actuation in advance.
5) Phase Aligning: By assigning V ∗ as V (t∗ ), where t∗ is
the recent time when the user is switching from inspiration to
expiration (i.e., V̇ (t∗ − δ) < 0 and V̇ (t∗ + δ) > 0), Exo-Abs
can align assistance with the initial point of each expiration.
Despite nonlinearity and complexity, (24) appears to function
similarly to (17) in diverse scenarios as shown in Fig. 12. The
performance of the implemented control policy is studied with
simulations and experiments in following sections.

Fig. 13. Simulation results of human breathing with and without assistance.
(a) dV (t)/dt and V (t) are plotted. Note that the positive plane represents
expiratory phases. (b) Limit cycles are plotted. The right-upper part of the limit
cycle is expanded when assisted, without divergence.

C. Simulation of Human Breathing With and Without Exo-Abs
Before performing in-human experiments, the feasibility of
Exo-Abs was evaluated in simulations. The abdominal cavity
compression and lung dynamics parameters in Table III were
used to simulate the breathing of a typical user. A sine function
with an amplitude of 55 cmH2 O was used as P mus [52], [53].
A white noise with a frequency of 10 Hz was added to P mus
as intrabreathing variability, and another white noise with a frequency of 0.3 Hz was added to P mus as interbreathing variability. The same safety criteria implemented in the actual Exo-Abs
was implemented precisely in the simulation. The simulation is
performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK (R2019a, MathWorks).
The results of the simulation are illustrated in Fig. 13. ExoAbs with the proposed control policy could increase VFR and
MAV in the lungs during the expiratory phases. In addition, it
is observed that Exo-Abs can assist a user continuously without
divergence. Since the respiratory function is vital in humans, it
is important for Exo-Abs to not push the users to their extreme
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respiratory capacity. The limit cycle in Fig. 13(b) ascertains
that Exo-Abs with the proposed control policy can maintain the
user’s respiratory function within physiological limits, which
means that the stability of the user–system interaction may be
preserved by virtue of the resiliency of the control policy and
the added safety criteria.
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where ZL ≤ min(k, m), max(k, m) ≤ ZU , and RL ≤ R ≤
RU . Then, the derivatives satisfy the following inequalities:
d 1
..
V
= kx · ẋ + mẋ · x
dt ISS
= −cẋ2 + ẋF
= − (c − θ1 ) ẋ2 − θ1 ẋ2 + ẋF

D. Stability Analysis of Control Policy
For practicality, the control law (20) subject to (17) or (24)
is designed in an intuitive form to accommodate even nonengineers such as assistants, clinicians, and therapists. Accordingly,
it is advantageous to establish stability and safety critera of
the control policy based on ranges of its state variables while
avoiding the treatment of complex cross-state terms that may
disturb the intuitiveness. In order to facilitate analysis, we adopt
the input-to-state stability [54]–[56].
Definition 1: The system ẋ = f (x, u) is input-to-state stable
if there exist a class KL function β and a class K function α such
that for any t0 ≥ 0 , any initial state x(t0 ), and any bounded
input u(t), the solution x(t) exists for all t ≥ t0 and satisfies
the following condition:



x ≤ max β ( x (t0 ) , t − t0 ) , α sup u (τ )
,
t0 ≤τ ≤t

∀t ≥ t0 .

(25)

As shown in (25), the input-to-state stability requires the
overall system to remain bounded with a bounded input. In order
to reify the boundary condition, the equivalent form introduced
in [57] is utilized with a Lyapunov-like function VISS as follows:
Definition 2: Suppose f (x, u) is Lipschitz in all x ∈ n
and u ∈ m . Let VISS (x) be a smooth function that satisfies
following inequalities for all (x, u):
α1 ( x ) ≤ VISS ( x ) ≤ α2 ( x )

(26)

∂VISS
f (x, u) ≤ −W3 ( x ) whenever x ≥ ρ ( u ) (27)
∂x
where α1 and α2 are class KL∞ functions, ρ is class K function, and W3 (x) is a continuous positive definite function on
n . Then, the system ẋ = f (x, u) is input-to-state stable with
α = α1−1 · α2 · ρ, where α is a class K function defined in (25).
The stability criteria for Exo-Abs can be directly derived by
applying the above definition to the closed-loop human–system
interaction model.
Theorem 2: The overall human–system interaction with the
proposed control policy (20) is input-to-state stable.
1
= 1/2 kx2 + 1/2 mẋ2 for the abdominal
Proof: Let VISS
2
compression dynamics (5) and VISS
= 1/2 RV 2 for the lung
dynamics (11). The first condition (26) can be directly satisfied
1
2
and VISS
as follows:
with both VISS
1
1
1
ZL x2 + ẋ2 ≤ VISS
≤ ZU x2 + ẋ2
2
2
1
1
2
RL V 2 ≤ VISS
≤ RU V 2
2
2

(27)
(28)

≤ − (c − θ1 ) ẋ2 ∀ x ≥

F
θ1

(29)

with 0 < θ1 < c and
d 2
V
= RV · V̇
dt ISS
= −EV 2 + V (P mus + P exo )
= − (E − θ2 ) V 2 − θ2 V 2 + V (P mus + P exo )
≤ − (E − θ2 ) V 2 ∀ [V ] ≥

P mus + P exo
θ2

(30)

with 0 < θ2 < E. Therefore, the abdominal compression
sup F
U
dynamics (5) with ultimate bound x2 + ẋ2 ≤ Z
ZL ·
θ1
and the lung dynamics (11) with ultimate bound V 2 ≤
RU /RL · (sup P mus + P exo )/θ2 are input-to-state stable
with bounded inputs F , P mus , and P exo . Since it is known
that the stability condition is conserved after the cascade connection of input-to-state stable systems [58], [59], the overall
human–system interaction is also input-to-state stable.

In addition to the stability, three noteworthy features can be
derived from the above criteria. First, the subject-specific safety
criteria can be obtained based on a user’s measurements. For
example, the ultimate bound for the lung dynamics can be set
to limit air usage less than their vital capacity VC of the user
mus
exo
< V C after per(i.e., design P exo to satisfy sup P E+sup P
forming a lung function test to estimate sup P mus ). Second,
the input-to-state stability implies system robustness to disturbances [57]. Considering the form of the overall human–system
model, there may exist error from actual nonlinear behaviror
or from parameter variations (Table II). System robustness is
also important in practical use scenarios since custom parameter
tunings are available. Thrid, the analysis remains valid with
further improvement of the model or the control policy. For
example, the stability criteria (27)–(30) can be directly applied
with imroved physiological modeling of P mus or advanced
control policy P exo .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For preliminary proof-of-concept investigation, we designed
two pilot tests and three main experiments to verify the validity
of Exo-Abs and its applicability to users with insufficiency in
respiratory functions. Ten research participants (mean age 34.1
± 6.62 years, all male, Table IV) with different respiratory
conditions were recruited in this article. Data were acquired in
real time during each experiment to compare performance of
the respiratory functions with and without the proposed robotic
assistance. The analysis was performed based on the monitored
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TABLE IV
INFORMATION OF THE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

34.1 ± 6.62 (years).

VFR, MAV, and voice level to analyze the dynamic respiratory
states in all participants. The participants utilized their own
wheelchairs or used a prepared reference wheelchair during the
experiments.
All experimental procedures were conducted following approved guidelines and regulations and proceeded under the
supervision of therapists. Ethical approval for the experimental
protocols (B01908/561-002) was obtained from the Institutional
Review Board of Seoul National University Hospital Biomedical
Research Institute, Seoul, Republic of Korea. Informed consent
was obtained from all the participants after explaining the possible consequences of the study.
All the data were collected with the same real-time controller
(myRIO-1900, National Instruments) used to control Exo-Abs
while performing experiments. VFR, MAV, chest stretch, tension
applied to the actuation belt, displacement, audio signal, control
parameters, and time were recorded at a rate of 1 kHz in each
trial. Logged data were analyzed using MATLAB (R2019a, The
MathWorks). In each participant, the comparison between two
or more states was performed by the paired two-sample t-test.
For overall comparison using datasets associated with multiple
participants, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed. The
significance level was set as 0.05 for all the statistical tests.
All statistical values were noted with the mean and standard
deviation.
A. Demonstration of Assistance Strategy via Pilot Tests
Prior to the main experiments, two pilot tests were performed
to verify the key functionality of Exo-Abs including the monitoring ability and assistance strategy. The goal of the first pilot test
was to check the ability of Exo-Abs to monitor the respiratory
states of users with diverse respiratory conditions, while the
goal of the second pilot test was to demonstrate the feasibility

of the proposed context-aware assistance strategy in real-world
scenarios.
In the first pilot test, calm and spontaneous breathing of
three participants including one healthy participant, one participant with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and one participant
with Parkinson’s disease was monitored by Exo-Abs (Fig. 14).
Although the basic respiratory function parameters associated
with normal, sclerotic, and Parkinson’s disease conditions have
been widely reported [19], [60], [61], they were reexamined
with the sensors embedded in Exo-Abs to check if the dynamic
characteristics that are difficult to capture using average values
could be garnered. The results based on the spirometer showed
that all average VFR and MAV of the healthy participant were
larger than those of the other participants. The average VFR
of the healthy participant was 21% larger than those of the two
other participants (p < 0.001 for both inspiration and expiration),
and the average MAV of the healthy participant was 194%
larger than the participant with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
and 204% larger than the participant with Parkinson’s disease
(p < 0.001 for both inspiration and expiration). Detailed results
are presented in Table V. Through this pilot test, we verified
that Exo-Abs could monitor the respiratory states of patients
associated with various respiratory functions. We also observed
that the shape of each VFR pulse demonstrated unique patterns
for each participant. To enable the switching between spirometer
feedback and chest-belt plethysmograph feedback during realtime respiratory assist, two VFR signals were simultaneously
measured with both the spirometer and the plethysmograph on
an individual basis, which were used to construct a simple calibration relationship between the two VFR signals. In this way,
Exo-Abs can provide personalized and physiological assistance
based on both sensors.
In the second pilot test, the performance of breathing assistance was evaluated with one healthy participant to check the
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Fig. 14. Baseline measurements of a healthy participant, a participant with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and a participant with Parkinson’s disease to check the
functionality of the sensors. Subtle differences in breathing patterns were captured. The healthy participant showed larger VFR and MAV compared with the other
participants (p < 0.001 in all cases), with slower respiratory rates (p < 0.001 for both cases).
TABLE V
DETAILED INFORMATION FOR THE PILOT TESTS

The healthy participant showed greater values than the others (p < 0.001) in every
parameter. Respiratory parameters of patients with weakened respiratory ability could
be measured with high sensitivity.
Values are expressed in mean±std.
Values from the unassisted state of the healthy participant showed smaller values than
the others (p < 0.001) except for the respiratory rate. Both the assisted states showed
no significant difference.
Values are expressed in mean±std.

validity of the proposed resilient context-aware control scheme
(Fig. 15). The test was repeated using 1) the spirometer and
2) the chest-belt plethysmograph as feedback to compare the
performance of Exo-Abs when operating with these alternative
sensors. After 3 min of spontaneous breathing, the participant
was asked to use Exo-Abs. The participant was asked to maintain a constant respiratory rate of 25 breaths/min by listening
to a metronome. The assistance level was set to a maximum
force of 70 N. The force was applied in synchronization with

and proportion to each expiration measured by the employed
feedback sensor. When the participant received assistance by
Exo-Abs based on the spirometer (noted as “precise feedback”),
the average expiratory VFR increased by 44% (p < 0.001) from
1.35 ± 0.13 to 1.95 ± 0.08 L/s, and the average expiratory MAV
increased by 52% (p < 0.001) from 1.01 ± 0.23 to 1.54 ± 0.08 L.
In addition, improvements were also observed in the inspiratory
parameters. The average inspiratory VFR increased by 33% (p
< 0.001) from 1.37 ± 0.11 to 1.82 ± 0.12 L/s, and the average
inspiratory MAV increased by 61% from 1.19 ± 0.06 to 1.92 ±
0.30 L. Similarly, when the participant received assistance based
on the chest-belt plethysmograph (noted as “casual feedback”),
the average expiratory/inspiratory VFR increased by 33% and
20% to 1.79 ± 0.09 and 1.65 ± 0.12 L/s, respectively (P <
0.001), and the average expiratory/inspiratory MAV increased
by 51% and 55% to 1.52 ± 0.07 and 1.84 ± 0.31 L, respectively
(p < 0.001). In addition, the degree of improvements in VFR and
MAV was not significantly different between Exo-Abs operated
with the precise feedback and the casual feedback (p ≥ 0.05).
In summary, the pilot test showed the validity of Exo-Abs in
assisting both expiratory and inspiratory phases of the breathing
function. Detailed statistical parameters are shown in Table V.
B. Assistance Performance for Breathing
As a fundamental respiratory function, the assistance performance for breathing was studied by applying breath-bybreath assistance to actual target users. One participant with
Parkinson’s disease (Fig. 16) and six participants with cervical
spinal cord injuries were tested. Participants were requested
to forcefully breathe during both the unassisted and assisted
states while naturally adjusting their respiratory rates to avoid
hyperventilation. For each participant, a comparison between
the unassisted and assisted states was performed to examine the
statistical differences caused by the assistance. The maximum
force level of 90 N was met, which was recommended by the
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Fig. 16. Demonstration of the breathing assistance process. In the assisted state
(grey-background), a maximum 120 N of force was applied in synchronization
with the expiratory VFR (positive: expiration and negative: inspiration).

Fig. 15. Demonstration of the assistance algorithm in the second pilot test.
Increased VFR and MAV were seen in the assisted state compared to unassisted state (white area, p < 0.001 in all cases), both with precise feedback (spirometry and plethysmography, grey-backgrounded) and with casual
feedback (plethysmography-only, dash-boxed). No significant differences were
observed between the precisely assisted state and casually assisted states. Respiratory rates in all states remained at the same level (p < 0.05). After several
actuations, the system identifies the region responsible for a user’s clothing and
cancels it out.

observing medical staff. In this level of assistance, participants
were able to continue to breathe with assistance for more than
15 min without discomfort. Before collecting experimental data,
each participant had sessions of freely using Exo-Abs to adapt
to how it operated.
The results showed that the assistance significantly amplified
both expiratory and inspiratory parameters in each participant
(Fig. 17). On the average, expiratory VFR increased by 0.67 ±
0.31 L/s (p = 0.0013); expiratory MAV increased by 0.99 ±
0.59 L (p = 0.0044); inspiratory VFR increased by 0.85 ± 0.39
L/s (p = 0.0011); and inspiratory MAV increased by 1.22 ±
0.73 L (p = 0.0043). When compared to the unassisted state,
average improvements of 101.43%, 121.95%, 162.09%, and
201.96% were observed, respectively. In every trial for each
participant, the changes were significant at the level of p <
0.001 (Table VI).

Fig. 17. Overall results of the breathing experiment. “S” stands for spontaneous breathing (unassisted state) and “A” stands for assisted breathing (assisted
state). Expiratory VFR, inspiratory VFR, expiratory MAV, and inspiratory MAV
showed significant increases in the assisted state, compared to the unassisted
state, in each participant. ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.
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TABLE VI
DETAILED INFORMATION FOR THE EXPERIMENT ON ASSISTANCE
PERFORMANCE FOR BREATHING

In every participant, the assisted cases showed greater values compared to the unassisted
cases (p < 0.001).
Values are expressed in mean ±std.

Fig. 18. Demonstration of the coughing assistance process. In the assisted state
(grey-backgrounded), a maximum 150 N of force was applied in synchronization
with the expiratory VFR, only after detecting a large MAV (positive: expiration
and negative: inspiration).

C. Assistance Performance for Coughing
A successful cough, a process of removing mucus from the
airway, requires a large amount of air to move out of the body at
a high flow rate. This demands highly dynamic mechanical responses from Exo-Abs. In this experiment, three types of cough
were compared to examine the effectiveness of the assistance
to the participants and the availability of Exo-Abs to provide
such assistance. The three types of cough included a spontaneous cough (SC), human-assisted cough (HC; including both
self-assistance and medical-staff-assistance), and robot-assisted
cough (RC). Three participants with cervical spinal cord injuries
(noted as SCI participants 2 to 4) were tested. Each participant
had experiences of sporadic failure in SC, and they had their
own approaches to support coughing. One participant could
bend over in synchronization as personal support for coughing
for the HC (SCI participant 2, also known as “self-assisted
cough”), while the other participants required assistance from
medical staff to apply force on their abdomen for the HC (SCI
participants 3 and 4, also known as “manually assisted cough”)
[62], [63]. In each case, participants were asked to try cough
when they were ready, while performing spontaneous breathing
to gain the momentum to cough. Repetition was performed with
a break of more than 1 min to avoid overstraining of their lungs.
After free trials wearing the system, the maximum force level
of 150 N was met, which was recommended by medical staff
and was similar to the level of assistance given by companions.
The force was applied following the expiratory VFR, where its
initiations were made only after a large amount of inhalation was
detected (Fig. 18). The measurements were observed similarly
to the breathing assistance experiments, while the peak cough
expiratory flow (PCEF) was collected as an index for coughing
ability in this case.

Fig. 19. Overall results of the coughing experiment. “SC,” “HC,” and “RC”
stand for spontaneous cough (unassisted state), human-assisted-cough (assisted
with a user’s own alternative method of support; self-assist or medical-staffassist), and robot-assisted-cough (assisted state), respectively. For both HC and
RC, significant increases in PCEF were measured, while showing no significant
difference between the two cases for each participant. ∗∗ p < 0.01.

Both the HC and RC showed a significant increase in PCEF
values, compared to the SC (Fig. 19). With the average baseline PCEF of 127.75 L/min in the SC, an increased PCEF of
224.40 L/min in the HC (p = 0.0024), and 255.11 L/min in
the RC (p = 0.0093) were observed. In addition, considering
that the PCEF of 160 L/min is used as a medical criterion
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TABLE VII
DETAILED INFORMATION FOR THE EXPERIMENT ON ASSISTANCE
PERFORMANCE FOR COUGHING

Values are expressed in mean±std.

for determining whether a person requires mechanically assisted coughing or not [64], the clear improvement from the
PCEF below 160 L/min in the SC (p < 0.001) to the PCEF
above 160 L/min in the HC and RC (p < 0.001) was observed
in each participant. Detailed statistical values are included
in Table VII.

Fig. 20. Demonstration of the speaking assistance process for the spoken
phrase Annyeonghaseyo. In the assisted state (grey-background), a maximum
160 N of force was applied in synchronization with the audio signal from the
microphone, interpreting it as an expiratory motion.

D. Assistance Performance for Speaking
Human speech involves a complex process. It is highly dependent on the ability to control the vocal cord, laryngeal area,
and facial muscles. However, it is also known that the ability to
generate a large airflow is strongly related to the performance
of speaking [1], [2]. In this experiment, the effect of assistance
on speaking was studied as an extension of respiratory function
by comparing recorded voice samples for 5 min in both unassisted and assisted states. Four participants included one who
had experienced a stroke and three with cervical spinal cord
injuries, who had also participated in the breathing and coughing
experiments. These four participants had previous experiences
of attending speech therapy in clinics. The assistance was given
in synchronization with several words, considering a burst of
words as one expiratory action (Fig. 20). Similar to the cough
assistance, the maximum force level was set at 160 N with
sufficient breaks between each trials for the patients to recover.
To analyze vocal loudness, an interval in the data containing both
the unassisted and assisted states was obtained. Then, regions
that contained speech were extracted separately to produce data
samples for comparison. The difference between the samples
was expressed in decibels, i.e., the sound pressure of each state
was obtained by the root-mean-square of the sound pressures
over time.
Under an identical recording environment, participants
showed an average improvement in vocal loudness of 8.3615 dB
while assisted (p < 0.001) compared to their unassisted speech
(Fig. 21). In addition to the vocal loudness, it was noted that other
vocal parameters such as speech clarity or maximum pitch were
also improved. Particularly, the participant who had experienced
a stroke, who was also diagnosed with dysarthria, could deliver
clearer words. The results are further explored in the Discussion
section.

Fig. 21. Overall results of the speaking experiment. “S” stands for spontaneous
speaking (unassisted state) and “A” stands for assisted speaking (assisted state).
The average voice loudness showed a significant increase in the assisted state
compared to the unassisted state in all the participants. ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. The average
speech clarity showed a significant increase in the assisted state, compared to
the unassisted state, in all the participants. ∗ p = 0.0101.

E. Survey Study for Assessing Assistance Performance in
Speech Clarity
During the speaking experiment, the voice loudness of the
recordings was measured and analyzed to evaluate the effectiveness of assistance by Exo-Abs. However, especially in the case
of the participant after stroke, we observed that the participant
not only could make louder voice, but also could speak out words
more clearly. To inspect this phenomenon further, we performed
a survey study with nine voice samples of the participant extracted from recordings during the speaking experiment. Twenty
participants were recruited as evaluators. The voice samples are
included in the supplementary data files. To assess speech clarity,
MIRtoolbox was used [66]. The toolbox had a built-in pulse
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“Sample 1-3,” level 2 was the most answered score by showing
seven responses, and eight responses showed scores higher than
level 2.
Second, the other six speech samples were used to compare
the phonation clarity between the assisted state and unassisted
state (noted as “Sample 2-1” to “Sample 2-6”). Each sample
includes two speaking trials. One was recorded without the assistance (noted as “Sample 2-N-U”), and the other was recorded
with the assistance (noted as “Sample 2-N-A”). Similarly, comprehensibility of each speaking trial was asked in scale of 1 to
4, from score level 1 for “impossible to comprehend” to score
level 4 for “fully comprehensible” as in Fig. 22(b) and (c). For
the trials of the unassisted state, most of the responses were
scored in level 1 (above 17 responses each). Less than 10% of
the evaluators responded level 2. However, for the trials of the
assisted state, 20% of the evaluators responded level 3, and 51%
of the evaluators responded level 2, which was encouraging. Additionally, relative increases in subjective comprehensibility for
each sample were inquired, from score level 1 for “no difference”
to score level 5 for “from impossible to fully comprehensible”
as in Fig. 22(d). In this questionnaire, most of the responses
were distributed in level 2 to level 3, whereas the sample with a
complex word (Sample 2-6) showed most of the scores located in
level 2.
The participant was not able to speak out words clearly due
to the dysarthria from the stroke, which involves disability in
their bulbar muscles. With an enhanced momentum achieved
by assisting participant’s expiratory effort, the participant could
focus more on controlling the muscles above the neck. Through
this survey study, we observed that some simple words could be
assisted by Exo-Abs, thus allowing the users to have conversation with their close acquaintances, although it was still difficult
to assist these people to speak out complex words.
VI. DISCUSSION

Fig. 22. Results of the survey to investigate assistance performance for
speech clarity. (a) Baseline inquiries on the comprehensibility of speech samples. (b) Comprehensibility tests on samples extracted from the unassisted
state. (c) Comprehensibility tests on samples extracted from the assisted state.
(d) Subjective assessments of the increase in comprehensibility.

clarity function that can assess the pulse clarity of a given sound
sample. Visualization and offline analysis were performed via
Praat [67].
First, three voice samples under the unassisted state (noted as
“Sample 1-1” to “Sample 1-3”) were used to evaluate baseline
ability to generate a clear phonation. Each evaluator was inquired
to guess the word spoken out and to answer scores for the
samples, from score level 1 for “impossible to comprehend”
to score level 5 for “conversational level in everyday life” as
in Fig. 22(a). No evaluators could correctly guess the word in
“Sample 1-1.” One evaluator answered correctly in the “Sample
1-2,” and five evaluators answered correctly in the “Sample 1-3.”
For “Sample 1-1” and “Sample 1-2,” there was no higher score
than level 3, and most of the scores remained in level 1. For

There is an expression, “as easy as breathing.” However,
the simple task of breathing is not easy for some people,
such as those with neurological disorders. The proposed
soft wearable robotic system was designed to provide these
neurological patients with resilient and context-aware assistance
in prolonged therapy procedures by utilizing a mechanism that
applies assistive pressure to the user’s abdomen. Although the
idea of applying pressure to the abdominal cavity to assist
weakened respiration is not a completely new approach [5],
[9], [13], existing devices have limitations in their efficacy and
usability due to discomfort from the mechanism of assistance
and asynchrony with the native respiratory effort. Recently,
reported robotic-assistive technologies hint toward the design
of a system that can enable everyday assistance by capitalizing
on the recent advances in bioinspiration, soft materials, and
intelligent assistance strategies. We designed a physiological
and safe actuation mechanism with reference to human
abdominal muscles, which natively engages in the control of
the volumetric states in the lungs [22], [29]. In addition, we
developed a customized sensor combination that can be used in
conjunction with our actuation mechanism to realize a resilient
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context-aware control policy capable of all-day assistance,
inspired by the control schemes of human-assistive robots
[30], [31].
The primary results of this article clearly suggest that synchronization to the user effort is the key to successful respiratory
assistance. Synchronization includes not only the instantaneous
alignment of the actuation with human respiratory effort but also
a process of resiliently adjusting the magnitude and strategy of
assistance in accordance with the respiratory context. Through
this synchronization, Exo-Abs could provide bidirectional assistance during both inspiratory and expiratory phases of breathing,
maximally utilizing the body recoil for inspiration through the
phase-sensitive assistance. In this way, Exo-Abs could assist
with functions that cannot be provided by existing mechanical
ventilators.
Here, we elaborate on a few noteworthy findings garnered
from our proof-of-concept experiments. First, the “resiliency”
of the proposed control policy enabled Exo-Abs to respond to
the participants’ varying breathing patterns without individually
customizing the control parameters or profiles. For example, in
the breathing experiment, both PD participant and SCI participants 1–3 showed square-wave-like VFR patterns while utilizing
Exo-Abs, since they preferred increasing the average amount
of air moving in and out to maximizing peak inspiratory or
expiratory VFR. Meanwhile, the SCI participants 4–6 showed
triangular-wave-like VFR patterns by simply amplifying their
unassisted VFR patterns for their comfort. However, they regulated their respiratory rates to maintain an average level of MAV
in the level that they can expect. Such differences are difficult to
predict in advance and highly depend on the personal preferences
of users. With the resilient control policy, the process of tailoring
Exo-Abs to each user with diverse respiratory characteristics can
be minimized. In addition, participants could learn how Exo-Abs
works easily and could guide Exo-Abs to assist in a way that they
preferred.
Second, the “context-awareness” of the proposed control
scheme allowed Exo-Abs to generate a synergistic assistive effect across diverse respiratory functions. In the coughing experiment, the participants could exceed the nominal performance in
HC and RC if there was assistance in the free-breathing phase.
They could inhale larger amounts of air with the enhanced
build-up procedure, which resulted in increased PCEF values
after dexterously shifting the assist strategy. In the actual experiment, there was no assistance given in this phase to Exo-Abs to
distinguish enhanced inhalation from the intention to cough. The
results of SCI participant 2 showed the best assistive effect in
the RC case (p = 0.0338), while the results of SCI participants
3 and 4 showed similar assistive effects between HC and RC
as in Table VII (p = 0.2302 and p = 0.7303). Considering
that it was extremely challenging for the SCI participant 2
to self-synchronize to own coughs due to the reduced body
mobility, Exo-Abs could result in a significant improvement
in RC relative to HC. In the case of the SCI participants 3
and 4, the RC was still comparable to HC without significant
difference.
Last, Exo-Abs could assist the participants with more complex
respiratory functions by providing assistance to the user so

as to exploit it as a “preview” to prepare for the forthcoming
respiratory actions. In fact, in the speaking experiment, we
observed two notable results other than the increase in vocal
loudness. In the cases of SCI participants 2 and 3, the system
was able to widen the vocal range of the users. As SCI participants 2 and 3 were choir members in their local churches,
they demonstrated singing during the speaking experiments.
While freely using Exo-Abs, they could sing the songs that
they could not without assistance. Demonstration of the singing
trial is included in the supplementary videos. Furthermore, the
stroke participant, who also had been diagnosed with dysarthria,
could deliver words more comprehensibly with the assistance.
For quantitative analysis, speech intelligibility [65] is the most
commonly used metric. Yet, as it requires further analysis regarding language, spatial control, or audibility (which are not
the main focus of this article), we simply analyzed the recorded
voice samples using pulse clarity [66] as a metric to show how the
sound was distinguishable by observing the peaks of dominant
frequencies in the participants’ voices. The participants in the
experiment showed a 42.72% improvement in pulse clarity
(p = 0.0101) with the assistance. In addition, a survey study
was performed to evaluate how effective the assistance was
in the stroke patient’s speaking. The results showed that the
degree of improvement was sufficient to enable the participant
to deliver a few comprehensible words with repetitions, although
the assistance could not return the speech of the participant to
the fully communication-available level.
We also acknowledge two main limitations of the article.
First, the effects of the assistance were studied with heuristically
set force levels. Due to the difference in mechanism between
existing mechanical ventilation and Exo-Abs, the existing medical criteria for setting the target of the assistance could not be
directly applied to Exo-Abs. Instead, the level of the assistance
was set conservatively within the recommended level by the observing medical staff. In this way, the functionality of Exo-Abs
could only be evaluated in a range except for those with severe
respiratory failure. Second, further experiments with extended
usage time are required. As the system is the first realization to
validate the proposed interaction, the experiments could not be
maintained for hours. In addition, the long-term effects with
repeated uses should be studied, engaging more participants
to strengthen the reliability of Exo-Abs toward patients with
diverse respiratory characteristics.
In future article, we will perform further studies on the
physiology and biomechanics of the respiratory system through
the abdominal cavity compression, using Exo-Abs as a tool to
observe interactive effects while including patients with more
various physiological characteristics (i.e., age, gender, and other
types of diseases). As Exo-Abs is programmed with a reactive assistance algorithm, it is used to amplify native respiratory motions. With improved understanding, we may improve
Exo-Abs to precede instant respiratory motions based on a
strict model to teach specific respiration methods or to train
respiratory maneuvers (https://www.ems.gov/education.html).
As it can help to improve safety criteria, we will also perform
studies on synergistic assistive effects that can be achieved by
combining Exo-Abs with existing mechanical ventilators.
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